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4. Eco motion 1800K. Auto start at sunset, idle at 50 lumens, 500 lumens when  
 triggered by motion sensor for 20 seconds - Tap four times, four flashes.

5. Custom 2700K: Dimmable 5 levels 500/ 400/ 300/ 200/ 100 lumen. Tap five times,  
 five flashes. Hold to dim.

6. Custom 1800K: Dimmable 5 levels 500/ 400/ 300/ 200/ 100 lumen. Tap six times,  
 six flashes. Hold to dim.

Made on Earth
Powered by the Sun®

Warranty
Warranty does not cover misuse or unintentional damages such as water 
immersion, a fall or drop generating visible scratches or invisible electronic 
damages inside the module.

Charging & set-up
 position

Congratulations on purchasing this YKARY bulb! Brighter times are ahead for you! 

Below are the initial steps to set-up the bulb to suit your needs.
 
Place the YKARY bulb on a dark flat surface with the solar panel facing down.

First step is to fully charge your YKARY bulb batteries by plugging in the provided 
cable and attaching the magnetic plug to your product. Yes, this bulb is solar. Charging 
via the micro USB cable is only necessary before the first use. Leave your YKARY 
bulb charging for 5 hours. Power source requirement is 5 volts, 2AMP.  

Next – Unlock device by pressing the control button (      ) for 8 seconds until it blinks once. 

Then press once to unlock.

It will remain unlocked for 10 minutes before locking itself again to prevent unwanted 
changes to your settings. Now you can choose your preference (mode) below and 
follow the applicable steps. Use the control button (     ) to make your selection. 

**IMPORTANT NOTE**

Do not press the button rapidly. Wait for flashes in between each tap of the control button

6 PRESET MODES:
  
1. Eco smart 2700K. Auto start at sunset for 6 hours - Tap once, one flash.

2. Eco smart 1800K. Auto start at sunset for 6 hours - Tap twice, two flashes.

3. Eco motion 2700K. Auto start at sunset, idle at 50 lumens, 500 lumens when  
 triggered by motion sensor for 20 seconds - Tap three times, three flashes.
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